ABSTRACT.
I. Introduction
The statistical model has been used by Fermi 1 to study multiple processes 1 Enrico Fermi, Progress of Theoretical Physics 5, 4, 570 (1950) .
occurring in high energy nucleon encounters. The method consists in assuming that in such an encounter there is a localization of energy in a small spatial volume which endures for a long enough time so that when the system decays it does so in accordance with the statistical laws governing the partition of energy among the various degrees of freedom in an equilibrium situation. It is hoped that such a situation may be at least partially reached because of the intensity of nuclear interactions.
In view of the mathematical and physical uncertainties involved in more detailed field the.oretic approaches to such problems the method offers a \ simple means of providirtg a much needed background for discussion of nuclear events at the moderately high energies which are now accessible to laboratory study by means of the various high energy particle accelerators.
Fermi has explored the consequences of the model most fully for cases of extremely high energy where the stat~stical model may be replaced by a thermodynamic one. When using the more detailed statistical approach he treats nucleons as being non-relativistic, pions as being extremely relativistic; furthermore the momentum of the pions is neglected. ~n this paper we treat to some extent the consequences of including pion momentum conservation when pions alone are produced. Production of mesons other than pions is also considered.
UCRL-2386 -3-II. Method ' , Consider a collision between two nucleons in the laboratory system. We may imagine that one nucleon is at rest surr6u~ded 'by-a spherical pion cloud of radius R(R -11/ ;»c ::: 1.4 x 10-13 em.)~ the other is approaching with a severely contracted cloud due to the Lorent~ effect.. The total collision \ · cross section will be of the order of magnitude of the geometrical cross section of the pion cloud.
(1) Although R may be expected to be about ~~c it may be regarded as an adjustable parameter in the theory.
In the center of momentum system the two nucleons approach each other with equal and opposite momenta so that if E is the total energy involved in the collision in this system the pion clouds will occupy a volume .
It. will be assumed that these volumes coalesce at the moment of c'ollision.
It is assumed that~ after the collision, the system decays in such a way that the probability for emission of n particles is proportional to the number of states per unit energy pf this type contain~d in the accessible 
(2"')3n d E .
In this formula ~ has been set equal to 1; units will be chosen in this paper such that 11 = c = 1 , where c is the velocity of light. This expression is however the number of states per unit energy if all particles are considered as independent. The integral over phase space must be limited to include only that volume compatible with the constraints on the system. We may, for example, choose the energy E and the total angular momentum as fixed; on the hand the integrals are considerably simplified if we choose the energy E and restrict the total linear momentum to be zero and ignore angular momentum conservation. If this is done .each spatial integral merely contributes a factor ~ • The momentum space integrals may be conveniently expressed by introduc.ing in the integrand a factor ~(~ ~) to insure that the total momentum be zero and a factor, i,mi .-
<E-L
-5-which restricts the integral to that region in momentum space up to the energy E. The first factor is simply
The second factor may be written 
Only one integral sign has been written in (9) in order to save space. It is , to be understood that all variables are to be· integrated from -oO to 00
UCRL-2386 -6-with due regard to the factors E 1 , ~ occurring in the discontinuous factorso The momentum space integrals may now be evaluated. Equation (9) contains a product of n integrals of the form If ;r
The t or It is I = is taken as the polar ~is this may be written as
integration may now be carried out and yields
p dp e One finds
In region 3., -o( 1 > )1 1 the integral may be evaluated in the same .manner.
It yields
The integral in region 2, r -<::10 e(2 -)t2
de cosh e e UCRL-2386
is not readily reducible to standard forms. It may be evaluate<f''hy observing that the integral, Equation (14), is an analytic function of o( We are grateful to Naurice Neuman who suggested thfs method of obtaining
-10-Thus the integral I, Eq. (14), may be compactly represented as (22) if it is understood that the phase of the square root is chosen according to the following scheme /2 .. 2' 
UCRL-2386 (Extreme Relativistic)
Both integrals are easily evaluated. The first may be written .
QD -lJt
After performing the differentiation with respect to A one finds UCRL-2386 Here r is the ordinary r function.·.
If one now substitutes, in this .expression, the Eq. (33) for Cn one 
This assumption will be made in carrying out calculations in this paper.
Although conservation of charge and angular momentum have been ignored the fact that particles may be indistinguishable will be taken into 
V. Conclusion
The calculations of Fermi have been extended to include the possible production· (singly) of a particle of mass 967 m. · The tables may be used to estimate the effect on this probability of assuming it to be produced only !· .
in pairs. Some attempt has been made to include the pion rest mass into the calculations in a better way than writing E = P by. choosing. E. = jA' + P.
·This is especially import9-nt· where the multiplicity is .high and the momenta of individual pions is small since it insures zero probability for production of more pions than are energetically possible. Thus, the multiplicities indicated in the tables are generally lower than those listed in Fermi's paper. 'Thus, the probabilities are roughly taken to be proportional to / rather than Finally, it is important to notice that the Fermi theory is inconsistent in some respects. The most important of these is that classically ope cannot conserve momentum of particles in a bax of finite volume since light particles may reach its walls before heavier ones.· Since the box is an ~ginary one (unlike the boundary of a nucleus) it makes no sense to deal with the dynamics of the box. This inconsistency makes it impossible to use the present method and to deal correctly with the requirement that the center of gravity of the particles remain at rest, an effect which introduces drastic modifications in the case of relativistic particles and. to some extent clears up the question of the ad hoc insertion of the Lorentz contraction factor.
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